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           Orange County Register
   A great hands-on guide for dealing with workers’ compensation cases.     

       From industrial injuries to Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, more than a million Californians a year suffer job-related injuries or illness. For many, receiving compensation can be a nightmare.
This book shows you how to handle a California workers' compensation claim from start to finish. Let it guide you through the process of handling your claim from start to finish. Find out how to: 

	file a claim
	 protect your legal rights
	 receive the medical care you need
	 get the benefits you're entitled to
	 deal with uncooperative employers, doctors and insurance agencies
	 negotiate a settlement
	 present your case before a judge  


It includes all the forms you need with step-by-step instructions to filling them out. The 4th edition provides new information regarding increases in permanent and temporary disability benefits, life pensions and death benefits, as well as tips on dealing with repetitive strain injuries. 

       Attorney Chris Ball's book covers every step in the battle for the bucks, including: filing a claim avoiding unsympathetic doctors receiving pay while off work dealing with stingy insurance companies presenting a case at a hearing and much more. It also features a chapter on important workers' comp case-law, as well as instructions on how to rate a disability using the new workers' comp rating manual. 


This book can help you if you’re handling your own workers’ compensation case or filing a claim on someone else’s behalf, such as a minor. (In legal terms, this is referred to as acting in the capacity of a Guardian ad Litem, where you file a workers’ compensation claim on behalf of a minor or someone who is incompetent.) If you’re represented by an attorney, she will be better able to guide you through the process if you’re well-informed about workers’ compensation procedures and understand the important decisions you’ll need to make.

       About the Author
 Christopher Ball graduated from Western State School of Law in 1975. He specializes in the practice of California Workers' Compensation law, dedicating his practice solely to the representation of injured workers. Mr. Ball is a member of the California Applicants Attorneys Association and currently works out of the Ontario Office of Rose, Klein & Marias, a law firm that exclusively represents applicants in workers' compensation cases. RK&M has eight offices throughout Southern California. 
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Beginning Microsoft Word Business DocumentsApress, 2006
Beginning Microsoft Word Business Documents is filled with practical applications of Word's many features. It walks you through the creation of professional documents such as business plans, legal documents, newsletters, and grants. You'll also learn how to use surveys and forms to gather information.

Each chapter of the book...
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Learning Unix for Mac OS XO'Reilly, 2002

	The success of Apple's operating system, Mac OS X, and its Unix roots has brought many new potential Unix users searching for information. The Terminal application and that empty command line can be daunting at first, but users understand it can bring them power and flexibility. Learning Unix for Mac OS X is a concise introduction...
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El-Ahwat, A Fortified Site from the Early Iron Age Near Nahal 'Iron, Israel (Culture and History of the Ancient Near East)Brill Academic Publishers, 2011

	Archaeological report on el-Ahwat, a mysterious but important site in the highlands of ancient Canaan. In previous publications, the author suggested that el-Ahwat may be identified with the biblical site of harosheth hagoiim (Judges 4-5).


	I first heard of el-Ahwat in the summer

	of 1995, when I was invited

	to see the new site...
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Total Workday Control Using Microsoft OutlookNew Society Publishers, 2011

	In this new third edition, Linenberger updates his longtime #1 bestselling Outlook book to include Microsoft's new version 2010 release and the new Outlook for Mac 2011. Outlook 2007 and 2003 are also covered. This seminal guide presents the author's best practices of time, task, and e-mail management, drawing from time management...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Leopard EditionPogue Press, 2008
Is Windows giving you pause? Ready to make the leap to the Mac instead? There has never been a better time to switch from Windows to Mac, and this incomparable guide will help you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac...
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Genetic Fuzzy SystemsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002

	In recent years, a great number of publications have explored the use of genetic algorithms as a tool for designing fuzzy systems. Genetic Fuzzy Systems explores and discusses this symbiosis of evolutionary computation and fuzzy logic. The book summarizes and analyzes the novel field of genetic fuzzy systems, paying special attention to...
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